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Momentum Component – Makes the change in the forward network 
according to the degree of change made during the previous iteration of 
the network.  (The momentum in the weight changes prevents the 
network from getting stuck in local minima.) 
Full Synapse – Connects axons together and uses weights to scale the 
data that passes through
Static Controllers –Controls data flow and learning rate of forward and 
backpropagation networks
Data Storage Barrel – Stores data from each run
File Component – The component used to feed data into the network
Static Probes – Used to display instantaneous data
Establishing the Neural Network:
• For training set: use properties of ligands whose binding effectiveness is known
• The computer “learns” to sort them into good binders and bad binders
• Once the network achieves the appropriate results, apply it to ligands of 
unknown binding ability
Progress – Creation and Testing of Neural Network Prototype:
Using the data taken from Campbell and Mahon [1974] and guidance from Neural 
Solutions, a backpropagation network was created to determine the sex of two 
different species of Rock Crab.  
• The network classified the sex of the crabs based on five measurable 
characteristics, such as lip width, depth, and length. 
• The network was trained using a set of 200 crabs; 50 males and 50 females from 
each of the two species.  The training was tested using a cross validation set of 21 
different crabs. 
•The network was tested with the original data set, as well as a slightly altered 
data set to ensure that it had been built properly. The results were consistent with 
the results found in the literature. 
Important Notes:
• The backpropagation layer was added to allow the network to train itself by self 
adjusting the weights, which tell the network which characteristics are most 
important for proper classification. 
• A momentum algorithm was used to control the manner in which the weights 
were adjusted. This prevented the network from getting stuck in local minima. 
•The training needed to be stopped before the network became too specified. The 
training was monitored through periodic testing with the cross validation set. 
Future Work:
• Research additional 5HT1A ligands and their properties
• Identify ligand properties that are pertinent to binding effectiveness and speed
• Train Neural Network using ligands of known binding ability
• Apply network to ligands of unknown binding ability to obtain predictions 
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A complete neural network with backpropagation layer
Forward Network – analyze and classify data
Backward Network – analyze error and adjust weights to increase 
accuracy of forward network’s classification
Axons – Control how the data are input
Sigmoid Axon – Applies a threshold function to the data and 
classifies it from 0 to 1                                                                   
L2 Criterion – Computes the squared difference between the system 
output and the desired output so that the network knows whether the 
changes made in the weights in the previous iteration are increasing or  
decreasing the error
Backpropagation Axons – Used to adjust the weights of the network 
during “learning” to achieve the desired outcome
Back Criteria Control – Analyzes the total amount of error in the 
system
Back Sigmoid Axon – Determine which weights in the forward network 
should be changed to decrease the network error
The Components of the Backpropagation Neural Network and Their Functions:
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The Rational Design of 5HT1A (Serotinin) Radioligands
This study was undertaken, in conjunction with a research group that synthesizes 
fluorinated 5HT1A (Serotinin) ligands, to try to understand what molecular 
characteristics are important for the binding of these ligands to the 5HT1A
receptor.  A neural network will be designed to predict whether a specified 
radioligand will bind effectively to the 5HT1A receptor in the brain.
• These predictions will also be useful to researchers who perform Positron 
Emission Topography Scans (PET scans) 
•PET scans are used for:
•Diagnosing communication problems in brain cells (Parkinson’s Disease 
and Schizophrenia)
•Studying normal structure and kinetics of the brain (blood flow, sugar                                                       
metabolism, etc.)
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What is a Neural Network?
• System of mathematical models and algorithms 
• Designed to mimic information-processing methods of human brain
• The network is able to classify objects based on qualities and descriptions
• The computer is given a training set and its initial classifications are supervised 
until the network “learns” to classify objects correctly
A neuron –
the part of the nervous 
system that neural 
networks and their 
components are 
named after
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